**Abbreviations (General)**

ARs = Androgen Receptors

ASPD = Anti-Social personality Disorder

BMS = Berlin Male Study

BOLD pattern = a specific or remarkable pattern or profile, for example on a dress or wheel - here: within the brain

CSA = Child Seks Abuse

CSO = Child Sexual Offender

GM = Grey Matter (within the brain)

HC = Healthy Controls

MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imagining

  ° fMRI = functional Magnetic Resonance Imagining

  ° sMRI = structural Magnetic Resonance Imagining

PET = Positron Emission Tomography (a research method for the brain)

PPG = penile plethysmography or phallometry.

RSFC = Functional connectivity [within the brain] at rest

Stroop = a method to measure mostly unconscious associations with a stimulus or a specific topic.

VBM = Voxel Based Morphometry